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privacy?

- what is privacy?

- what are privacy requirements?

- in security engineering: confidentiality
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online social networks (SNS)
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- all of these are (somehow) about privacy and 
the design of the system

- how do we deal with these issues when 
developing systems?

- specifically: during requirements engineering
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Zave and Jackson Model of RE

- domain assumptions describe the behavior of the environment as it is

- requirements are statements about the desired conditions in an 
environment

- specification is a restricted form of requirement providing enough 
information for the engineer to implement the system
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requirements

- functional requirements state the desired 
behavior of the environment

- non-functional requirements either constrain 
the behavior of the environment or define 
certain desired qualities of the environment
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multilateral privacy requirements engineering

- reconcile:

- privacy notions (legal & surveillance studies)

- privacy solutions (computer science)

- in a social context

- multilaterally

- during requirements engineering
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privacy data protection
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privacy data protection

non-absolute

relational

contextual

opacity of the individual
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surveillance studies
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surveillance studies

11

surveillance
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surveillance studies
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privacy requirements definition
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multilateral privacy requirements engineering

- reconcile:

- privacy notions (legal & surveillance studies)

- privacy solutions (computer science)

- in a social context

- multilaterally

- during requirements engineering
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solutions from privacy research
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privacy research paradigms
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as 

confidentiality

the right to be let alone. 
Warren & Brandeis (1890)

hiding information and identity
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privacy research paradigms
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privacy 
as 

confidentiality

the right to be let alone. 
Warren & Brandeis (1890)

hiding information and identity

privacy 
as control

separation of 
identities, data 
protection 
principles

right of the individual to decide 
what information about himself 
should be communicated to 
others and under what 
circumstances. (Westin 1970)
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privacy research paradigms
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privacy 
as 

confidentiality

the right to be let alone. 
Warren & Brandeis (1890)

hiding information and identity

privacy 
as control

separation of 
identities, data 
protection 
principles

right of the individual to decide 
what information about himself 
should be communicated to 
others and under what 
circumstances. (Westin 1970)

privacy 
as practice

the freedom from unreasonable 
constraints on the construction of 

one’s own identity (Agre, 1999)transparency and feedback
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privacy research paradigms
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privacy 
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confidentiality

hiding information and identity

privacy 
as control

separation of 
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protection 
principlesprivacy 

as practice

transparency and feedback
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SECURITY ENGINEERING

security engineering & paradigms
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privacy 
as control

privacy 
as practice

privacy 
as 

confidentiality
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multilateral privacy requirements engineering

- reconcile:

- privacy notions (legal & surveillance studies)

- privacy solutions (computer science)

- in a social context

- multilaterally

- during requirements engineering
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privacy and the Zave & Jackson Model

- Zave and Jackson model is limited:

- does not account for requirements that are 
not absolutely satisfiable

- does not facilitate subjective articulations 
of domain assumptions, requirements or 
specifications

- does not express stakeholder attitudes and 
emotions (only beliefs, desires and 
intentions)
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Zave and Jackson Model of RE

- domain assumptions describe the behavior of the environment as it is

- requirements are statements about the desired conditions in an 
environment

- specification is a restricted form of requirement providing enough 
information for the engineer to implement the system
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ENVIRONMENT SYSTEM
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requirements

- functional requirements state the desired 
behavior of the environment

- non-functional requirements either constrain 
the behavior of the environment or define 
certain desired qualities of the environment
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privacy requirements ontology
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privacy requirements ontology
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privacy requirements ontology
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privacy requirements ontology
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SECURITY ENGINEERING

privacy requirements ontology
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privacy requirements ontology
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privacy requirements ontology
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SECURITY ENGINEERING

role of security engineering
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privacy engineering

- requires learning skills (craft)

- complicated practice

- market incentives

- assume functionality vs. privacy

- policy and regulation
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Policy and Privacy By Design
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Policy and Privacy By Design
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the Cavoukian PbyD principles
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privacy by design is

privacy embedded into design
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the Cavoukian PbyD principles
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privacy by design is

privacy embedded into design

privacy by design is embedded into the 
design and architecture of it systems...it is not 

bolted on as an add on, after the fact. The result is that privacy becomes 
an essential component of the core 
functionality being delivered. 
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privacy by design and DM
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functional requirements
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functional requirements
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data minimization
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data minimization
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modelling attackers/threats
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multilateral security analysis
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implementation/testing
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conclusion
- PbyD requires an engineering practice

- privacy engineering is a complex practice

- security engineering at its root

- data protection and compliance provides additional measures

- proportionality

- access control on collected data

- transparency and oversight

- unacceptable use

- DP/Compliance cannot replace privacy engineering
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Thank you!

- sguerses@esat.kuleuven.be
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